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TOTALLY REAL SUBMANIFOLDS

WITH NONNEGATIVE SECTIONAL CURVATURE

Y0SHIHIR0 OHNITA

Abstract. We prove that an «-dimensional compact totally real submanifold

immersed in an n-dimensional complex space form with parallel mean curvature

vector and nonnegative sectional curvature has parallel second fundamental form.

Combining our result and Naitoh's works we obtain the classification of such

submanifolds.

Introduction. Let M be an «-dimensional compact totally real submanifold

immersed in an «-dimensional complex space form of constant holomorphic sec-

tional curvature c. We denote by K the sectional curvature of M. By K. Ogiue [7],

B. Y. Chen and C. S. Houh [1] it is known that if c > 0, K > (n - 2)c/4(2« - 1)

and M is minimal, then either M is totally geodesic or n = 2 and M is a flat surface

with parallel second fundamental form. B. Y. Chen, C. S. Houh and H. S. Lue [2]

studied totally real submanifolds with nonnegative sectional curvature and parallel

mean curvature vector. Recently, using a method different from them, F. Urbano [8]

proved that if c > 0, K > 0 and M is minimal, then M is totally geodesic. On the

other hand, H. Naitoh [5, 6] classified completely totally real submanifolds im-

mersed in complex space forms with parallel second fundamental form.

In this note, using the method of A. Gray [3, 4], we prove the following

Theorem. Let M be an n-dimensional compact totally real submanifold immersed in

an n-dimensional complex space form with parallel mean curvature vector. If M has

nonnegative sectional curvature, then the second fundamental form of M is parallel.

1. Preliminaries. First we review the method of A. Gray. We use the same notation

as in [3, 4]. Let M be an «-dimensional Riemannian manifold and denote by R, K

and p the curvature tensor, sectional curvature and Ricci tensor of M, respectively.

We define

S(M)= {(m,x)\m e M,x e Mm,\\x\\= I},       Sm= {x e MM|||*||= l}.

Then S(M) is the unit sphere bundle of M. For x e Sm we take an orthonormal

basis {ex.en} of Mm such that x = ex. Denote by (y2,..., yn) the corresponding

system of normal coordinates defined on a neighborhood of x in Sm.
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Lemma 1. Let F: Sm -» R be a C00 function. Then

o«,+ ■■■ +ß„r oui + ■■■ +a„ I / ein i* \     " \

o-1» 3K....3^>-')°äffT^efrsr),r+(^),c//')(o>-

where r2 = L" = 2My-

We lift the frame {ex,...,e„} to an orthonormal basis { fx,..., /„, g2,..., gn} of

the tangent space S(M){m x). Here we require that fv...,f„ are horizontal and

g2,..., g„ are vertical. Denote by (jcj, ..., xn, y2,..., y„) the corresponding normal

coordinate system on a neighborhood of (m, x) in S(M). We define a second order

linear differential operator L(\, p.) on S(M) by

(1.2)        L(A,ít)=     ¿ —+ A   ¿   ^   ——+ /x¿^ —
|«=i^a    a./3=2   °y<pyß    «-2  c,^;(m,^)

where paß(m,x) = Raxßx (= R(ea,x,eß,x)), qa(m,x) = pax (=p(ea,x)). This

definition is independent of the choice of normal coordinates at (m,x). Hence

L(X, |U)(„, () is well defined.

For a Cx real-valued function /on S(M) we denote by grad1'/ and grad*/ the

vertical and horizontal components of grad /. In the case of À = - a we can prove

the following integral formula in a way similar to Lemma 11.3 of [4].

Lemma 2. If M is compact, then, for a C00 real-valued function f on S(M), we have

'S(M)
(1.3)     /       {/L(A,-A)(/)(m,x)+||grad"/ir(^^)+AJfr.Y(grad,/K,)}^=0.

2. Proof of the Theorem. Let M be an «-dimensional totally real submanifold

immersed in an «-dimensional complex space form, and denote by B the second

fundamental form of M. We define a (0,3)-tensor field « on M by

hul,w= (B(u,v),Jw),    for u,v,w e Mm.

The covariant derivative of « is given by

(VA«)„„W= {(vB)(u,v,x),Jw),    for u,v,w,x e Mm,

and « and v« are symmetric tensor fields. Now we define a function /on S(M) by

f(m,x) = hxxx îor(m,x) e 5(M).

Lemma 3. If M has parallel mean curvature vector, then L(l/3, -1/3)(/) = 0.

Proof. We compute Y."a=x(vlah)(m,x). Since M has parallel mean curvature

vector, by the Ricci identity we have
n n n

(2.1)    £ (via«)(«i,x) = £ va2A,„ = £ v¿«av,
a = 1 a = 1 o;=l

n     ín n \

=    £       V.v2a«a«. +    L   Ra,aßhßxx +  2   £   Raxxßkaßx
« = l\ ,8=1 ,8=1 /

n «

=    E  Pxßkßxx ~ 2     £     R-axßxnaßx-
/? = ! a.,8 = 1
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)2We must also compute (3 f/dyßyß)(m, x). By Lemma 1 we have

= A   (cOS^3/!- + 3(cosr)2(^) £ uyh
y>\

sin r '2
+ 3(cosr)(^^)     £   uyushxyS

y.S>l

sini,,î+ 1^1    £   W,O(0)
'    Y.S.">1

3SaßhXXX +  ^xaß-

Similarly,

(2.3) ^-a(m,x) = 3hxxa.

Since (82//9x2)(w, x) = (V2ah)(m, x), by (2.1)-(2.3) we have

v d2ft      \a2/,

« = 1   dx^

=  ZPxßbßxx-2   £   RaxßA(V2)Saßhxxx+(l/6)j-{-(m,x)
ß=\ a.ß=2      \ °y«öyß       i

a2/
,ß"xxx t^/»;^"

32/
=  E Pv/iV.v _(V3)   £   ^a.r,8.ta„a„ (w,x)0 = 2 «,0 = 2 d.W0

= -(1/3)  £  Raxßxw-4-(m,x)+(l/3)Zpxßwrr(m,x).
«.0 = 2 dJWiB 0 = 2 d-ty

Hence we see that £,(1/3, -1/3)(/) = 0.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 4 (Urbano). Let M be an n-dimensional compact totally real minimal

submanifold immersed in an n-dimensional complex projective space. If M has positive

sectional curvature, then M is totally geodesic.

Proof. Since M has positive sectional curvature, L(l/3, -1/3) is elliptic and

L(l/3, —1/3)(/) = 0. By the maximum principle / is constant on S(M). Since

hxxx = h_x_ x_x = —hxxx, we have « = 0. Hence M is totally geodesic.   Q.E.D.
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Proof of the theorem. By (1.3) of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 we have

(2.4) /       {\\gradhf\\2(m,x)+(\/3)Kx(gr^f)(x)}dV=0.
JS(M)   v >

Since all terms on the left-hand side of (2.4) are nonnegative, each must vanish

identically. In particular, grad'' / is identically zero. This is equivalent to saying that

« is parallel. Hence the second fundamental form of M is parallel.    Q.E.D.

Remark. Combining our theorem and results of [5 and 6], we obtain the

classification of «-dimensional compact totally real submanifolds immersed in

«-dimensional complex space forms with parallel mean curvature vector and non-

negative sectional curvature.

Let M be an «-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold with nonnegative

sectional curvature and denote by M an «-dimensional Hermitian space C", an

«-dimensional complex projective space P"(C) or an «-dimensional complex hyper-

bolic space form //"(C). Let \p: M -» M be an isometric immersion with parallel

mean curvature vector.

(1) If M = C", then i>(M) is congruent to the standard imbedding of one of the

following symmetric /^-spaces:

(a) T ■ S"~l (« > 1),

(b)U(p)(n=p2,p>3),

(c) U(p)/0(p)(n=p(p + l)/2,p> 3),

(d) U(2p)/Sp(p) (« = p(2p -Y),p> 3),
(e) T ■ E6/F4 (« = 27), and

(f) a Riemannian product of manifolds in (a) ~ (e).

(2) If M = /"'(C), then M is locally isometric to a symmetric space M0 X Mx

X • ■ • xMr, where M0 is of Euclidean type, dim M0 > r - 1 and M¡ (1 < i < r) is

one of the following irreducible symmetric spaces of compact type:

(a) S",

(b)SU(p),

(c) SU(p)/SO(p),
(d)SU(2p)/Sp(p), and

(e) E6/F4.

Let  tt:   S2" + 1 -* Pn(C) be the Hopf fibration. Then tt^'CM^O) is an (« + 1)-

dimensional submanifold in C"+1of case (1).

(3) If M = //"(C), then M is locally isometric to a symmetric space MQ X Mx

X • • • XMr, where M0 is of Euclidean type, dim M0 ¿t r and M¡ (1 < i < r) is one

of (a) ~ (e) in case (2). Let C1" = C1 X C" be a complex vector space with a

Hermitian   form   F(z,w) = —z0wQ + ¡C"=1z;vv,,   for   z = (z0, zx,..., zn),   w =

(w0,wx.M>„)eC1,n.  Put  H2n+\A/c) = {z e C1'"; F(z, z) = 4/c}  and let  it:

//2" + 1(4/c) -» //"(C) be the natural Riemannian submersion. Then we have

ir~ 1(\p( A/)) = Sl X M. Here, for some positive numbers r0, rx with - r02 + r2 = 4/c,

S' = {ze C1; F(z, z) = -r02} and M is an «-dimensional submanifold in C" of

case (1).
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